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Littering has been something that we have been having issues with for years. It is 

almost unbearable to get rid of, every day there is a bunch of people that litter. The estimate 

of how many people litter is about 1,300,000,000 people that litter 

 

Littering is horrible for the earth, on some roadways there are over 51 billion pieces of 

litter per year! Most of the litter ends up in the ocean. Alot of sea animals die from littering for 

example fish die whales die and so on. Eight million tons of plastic ends up in our oceans every 

year. (worldschilden spize.org). 

 

There are a lot of ways you can help the earth for example pick up and throw away 

trash that you see on the ground, or always cover trash cans and dumpsters so in case there is 

a hole the trash will stay in. You can send money to charities like Keep America Beautiful. 

 

There are a lot of people who are lazy and do not care for the environment. Those 

people litter all the time, and this is bad because this leads to air pollution, and this also leads 

to water pollution. Something that can help this is to pick up litter, put it in the garbage, and 

recycle. Do not throw trash out of your window, keep a litter bag in your car and dispose of 

your trash properly once at your destination (Raleigh). 

 

We all can agree that littering is bad, and we want it to stop. There are many ways to 

stop littering but you just got to put effort into it. All of us need to help as much as we can to 

stop littering, it will make the world a better place. 


